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Senior Health Insurance Company
of Pennsylvania (In Rehabilitation)
P.O. Box 64913
St. Paul, MN 55164

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO POLICYHOLDERS, AGENTS, CREDITORS,
AND PERSONS INTERESTED IN THE AFFAIRS OF
SENIOR HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA (IN REHABILITATION)

Month DD, CCYY
Via U.S. Mail
{String Name}
{AddressLine1}
{AddressLine2}
{AddressLine3}
{AddressLine4}
{City}, {ResidentState} {ZipCode}
Re: Policy Number: {LTCASPolicyNumber}

Dear Policyholder:
In our February 2020 letter, we informed you that the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania
placed Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In Rehabilitation) (“SHIP”) in statutory
rehabilitation on January 29, 2020 at the request of the Pennsylvania Insurance Commissioner,
Jessica K. Altman (the “Commissioner”). The Court appointed the Commissioner as the SHIP’s
Statutory Rehabilitator, and the Commissioner appointed me as Special Deputy Rehabilitator
(“SDR”). This communication provides an update regarding important events that have occurred
since that time.
On April 22, 2020, the Commissioner as Rehabilitator filed a proposed Rehabilitation Plan (the
“Plan” or “Rehabilitation Plan”) with the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania. The
Rehabilitator requested the Court approve the terms, conditions, and provisions of the proposed
Rehabilitation Plan, and reserved the right to amend or supplement the Plan. Further, it is
possible that one or more interested parties will intervene in the proceedings before the
Commonwealth Court and seek changes to the Plan. In due course, the Court may approve,
disapprove, or modify and approve the proposed Rehabilitation Plan. Neither the proposed
Rehabilitation Plan nor any amended Plan will be implemented unless and until it is approved by
the Court.
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Copies of the proposed Rehabilitation Plan can be found on the Company’s website at
https://www.shipltc.com/court-documents (the “Site”). We recommend that interested persons
visit the Site regularly to be apprised of continuing developments. Any dates and requirements
established by the Court relevant to the proceedings concerning the proposed Rehabilitation
Plan, including any date or procedural changes, will be posted on the Site under “Court
Documents.” If you do not have access to a computer or the internet, you may request to obtain
a hard copy of the Plan and related Court filings and orders. This process is explained below and
in the enclosed Legal Notice.
Legal Notice:
The enclosed Legal Notice provides important information and instructions, requirements, dates,
and deadlines regarding the proposed Rehabilitation Plan. This Notice also includes the process
for obtaining a hard copy of the Plan and related Court filings. Additionally, the Notice includes
information about submitting comments on the proposed Rehabilitation Plan, and requirements
for participating in the court proceedings concerning the proposed Plan. Please review the
enclosed Legal Notice carefully.
Plan Comments:
The following is a general overview of the procedures for providing Plan comments. The
comment process is explained in more detail in the enclosed Legal Notice.
Informal Comments – Process Summary
You are invited to submit informal comments to the proposed Rehabilitation Plan by
sending your comments as follows:
Patrick H. Cantilo, Special Deputy Rehabilitator
Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In Rehabilitation)
550 Congressional Blvd., Suite 200
Carmel, IN 46032
Or by email:
plan.comments@shipltc.com.
We will review all comments and consider them when making our recommendations to
the Commissioner in her role as the Statutory Rehabilitator regarding the proposed
Rehabilitation Plan and any possible modifications, but there is no assurance that we will
recommend any modifications to the Plan based on comments we receive.
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Formal Comments – Process Summary
Formal comments in support of or in objection to the proposed Rehabilitation Plan must
be filed with the Court on or before September 15, 2020. Formal comments must state
the facts on which the comments are based and offer any suggested modifications or
alternatives to the proposed Rehabilitation Plan. Additional information on filing a formal
comment is located in the enclosed Legal Notice. Formal comments must be filed directly
with the Court at the following address:
Prothonotary’s Office
Michael F. Krimmel, Prothonotary
ATTN: 1 SHP 2020
Pennsylvania Judicial Center
601 Commonwealth Avenue
Suite 2100
Harrisburg, PA 17106
Copies of your formal comments must also be provided to the Statutory Rehabilitator’s
Counsel and the SDR. You may email the copies to the following email addresses:
Counsel for the Rehabilitator:
James R. Potts, Esquire
Cozen O’Connor
shipcomments@cozen.com

SDR:
Patrick Cantilo
service@cb-firm.com

If you cannot send an email, you must file a statement with the Court indicating your
inability to send an email, and then provide copies of your comments to the Statutory
Rehabilitator’s Counsel and the SDR by first-class mail or overnight delivery service to
the following addresses:
Counsel for the Rehabilitator:
James R. Potts, Esquire
Cozen O’Connor
One Liberty Place
1650 Market Street, Suite 2800
Philadelphia, PA 19103

SDR:
Patrick H. Cantilo
Cantilo & Bennett L.L.P.
11401 Century Oaks Terrace
Suite 300
Austin, TX 78758

Next Steps:
We expect that after the Court reviews filed comments on the Plan and holds such other
proceedings, including an evidentiary hearing, as the Court determines are appropriate, the Court
will approve, disapprove or modify and approve the Plan, which may include Plan modifications
sought by the Commissioner after consideration of comments received. The Plan, including any
modifications, will not be implemented until it is approved by the Court.
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SHIP will remain in rehabilitation until its financial condition is improved sufficiently to allow it to
exit rehabilitation or the Commissioner determines and the Court agrees that further efforts at
rehabilitation would substantially increase the risk of loss to creditors, policyholders or the public
or would be futile and the Court places the company in liquidation.
You are not required to take any action at this time. As long as you continue to pay your
premiums for coverage as the premiums become due, your insurance policy will remain in force.
New and existing claims will continue to be processed as usual until a rehabilitation plan
providing otherwise is approved by the Court or the Court otherwise orders.
Contact Information:
If, after reading the enclosed FAQs, you still have questions regarding this letter or the
rehabilitation process, please call our Rehabilitation Inquiries phone number at 833-894-8577
between 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM Eastern Standard Time. Please note that the information
contained with this Notice Package and on our Site at https://www.shipltc.com/court-documents
includes all information available at this time. Please be aware that an increase in call volume is
expected and may result in delays before your call can be answered.
For claim or policyholder service inquiries not related to the proposed Rehabilitation Plan, please
call Customer Service at 877-450-5824.
Rehabilitation Updates:
We will continue to keep you informed of important new developments about the Plan and the
Court process. You are encouraged to visit our Site, https://www.shipltc.com/court-documents,
for updated information. This Site will be updated regularly with Court documents and related
rehabilitation materials. Any dates and requirements established by the Court relevant to the
proceedings concerning the proposed Rehabilitation Plan will be posted at this Site under “Court
Documents.”
Thank you for your patience and cooperation during the rehabilitation process.
Sincerely yours,

Patrick H. Cantilo
Special Deputy Rehabilitator
Enclosures

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In Rehabilitation)
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Question 1.

When will the proposed Rehabilitation Plan be implemented? When will policy
modifications take effect?
The Rehabilitation Plan (“Plan”) will not be implemented until it is approved by
the Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania (“Court”). The Court may approve,
disapprove, or modify and approve the Plan. No policy modifications will be
implemented prior to the Court’s approval of a Plan. Once a Plan is approved, you
will be notified of the specific modification options available for your policy, if any.

Question 2.

Who do I contact with my comments about the proposed Rehabilitation Plan?
The Legal Notice and cover letter included in this mailing advise you how to submit
formal or informal comments, including those supporting or objecting to the
proposed Rehabilitation Plan.

Question 3.

How can I determine the impact of the proposed Rehabilitation Plan on my
policy?
The proposed Rehabilitation Plan is found on https://www.shipltc.com/courtdocuments (the “Site”). You may also obtain a hard copy of the Plan as explained
in the cover letter and in the attached Legal Notice.
It is important that you read the Plan to provide comments on the overall Plan
concept. The Plan document does not include details of specific options available
for, or anticipated upon individual policies. Specific policy information will not be
available until after the Court has approved the Plan. However, the Rehabilitation
Plan document provides detailed explanations of how options offered to
policyholders under the Rehabilitation Plan would affect specific policies and
includes some illustrative sample policies demonstrating the effect of options
under the Plan.
As a reminder, your current policy provisions, coverage, and premiums remain the
same. As explained in the proposed Plan, premiums and coverage may change
when the Plan is implemented. If and when a rehabilitation plan is approved, you
will be informed in advance about how your policy will be affected.

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In Rehabilitation)
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Question 4.

Is there a summary description of the proposed Rehabilitation Plan available for
my review?
Yes. A summary description of the Plan is included in the proposed Rehabilitation
Plan on pages 6 through 8. A copy of that summary is included in this Notice
Packet.

Question 5.

Is my coverage changing? Is my premium increasing?
At this time, your policy provisions, coverage, and premiums remain the same. As
explained in the proposed Rehabilitation Plan, premiums and coverage may
change if and when the Plan is implemented. Once a Rehabilitation Plan is
approved, you will be informed in advance about how your policy coverage and
premium will be impacted, including options to elect the changes to be made to
your policy and the default option.
Please note that a few states authorized premium rate increases prior to January
29, 2020 when the Company was ordered into Rehabilitation. These rate
increases are not a part of the proposed Rehabilitation Plan. If your policy is
subject to one of these rate increases, you will receive a written notice about the
premium rate increase, including available options to help offset the increase. If
applicable, you will receive such notice before your next premium payment is due,
as your policy requires based on state regulations.

Question 6.

What happens if I decide to stop paying my premiums?
You must continue to pay your policy premium, when due, to continue the
coverage provided by your policy. If you stop paying premium, your policy will
lapse. If your policy lapses, you will lose your long-term care insurance protection.
After your policy lapses, it will be subject to the reinstatement provisions in your
policy.

Question 7.

How does the proposed Rehabilitation Plan affect current pending or open
claims?
Claims for policy benefits will continue to be processed and paid in the normal
course of business while the proposed Rehabilitation Plan is being considered by
the Court. No policy changes will be implemented prior to the Court’s approval of
the Plan. If and when a Rehabilitation Plan is approved, you will be provided more
specific information about how your policy will be affected.

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In Rehabilitation)
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Question 8.

Have any other rehabilitation alternatives been considered?
A number of other alternatives have been explored and it has been determined
by the Rehabilitator that they are either not feasible or that the proposed
Rehabilitation Plan is preferable under the current circumstances.

Question 9.

Who can I call for more information?
Rehabilitation information is posted in the rehabilitation section of our Site at
https://www.shipltc.com/court-documents.
For rehabilitation related information:
• Policyholders may call 833-894-8577
• Agents and Brokers may call 877-956-7447
• Vendors may call 855-871-9330
Please be aware that we expect an increase in call volume and there may be delays
in responding to some calls. We apologize in advance for any such inconvenience.
For claim or policyholder service inquiries not related to rehabilitation, please call
877-450-5824.

Question 10. What can I do if I don’t have access to a computer or the internet?
If you do not have access to a computer where you can view the documents, you
can request to be placed on a mailing list to receive hard copies of Court orders
and filings.
This request must meet the following requirements:
1) The request must be submitted in writing and sent to SHIP by mail, fax, or
email as follows:
a. Mail to Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In
Rehabilitation), Attention: Rehabilitation Administrator,
550 Congressional Boulevard, Suite 200, Carmel, IN 46032, or
b. Fax to Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In
Rehabilitation), Attention: Rehabilitation Administrator, at the
following number: 317-566-7588, or
c. Email to rehabilitation@shipltc.com.

Senior Health Insurance Company of Pennsylvania (In Rehabilitation)
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2) The written request should be signed and contain the following statement:
In making this request, I hereby affirm to the Commonwealth Court of
Pennsylvania that I do not have regular access to a computer or other
device providing me internet access to the Site or I am otherwise unable
to view, download or print documents from the Site related to this matter.
Question 11. Is there a possibility that the Company will be liquidated?
Yes, liquidation is possible. The Commonwealth Court of Pennsylvania could
decide at some time in the future to place SHIP into liquidation.
Question 12. What would happen if the Company was liquidated?
In the event that SHIP would be ordered into liquidation, it is probable that state
insurance guaranty associations would continue coverage for policyholders up to
applicable statutory coverage limits. Generally, guaranty associations become
responsible for an insurer’s obligations only if the insurer is found by the court to
be insolvent and placed in liquidation. SHIP has not been found by the court to be
insolvent and has not been placed in liquidation. Therefore, no guaranty
association is responsible for SHIP’s policy obligations at this time. That will
change if SHIP is placed in liquidation.
All states other than New Jersey cap the amount of guaranty association coverage
available for their residents. It is also likely, based on past experience, that the
guaranty associations if triggered in a liquidation of SHIP would raise the insurance
rates policyholders are required to pay and offer policy modification options in
lieu of rate increases. For information about state guaranty associations, please
visit www.nolhga.org.
Question 13. My policy was issued by a different Company. How is it affected?
Over the years, SHIP and its predecessors reinsured certain long-term care
insurance policies issued originally by American Health & Life Insurance Company,
Primerica, and Transamerica or predecessors of those companies. At this time,
they will continue to be treated as if they had been issued by SHIP and are
addressed in the proposed Rehabilitation Plan that was filed with the Court.
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